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Abstract Research using standard psychological mea-

sures has not revealed a dramatic psychological reaction to

receipt of predictive genetic test results. Qualitative

research, however, indicates that there are subtle psycho-

social sequelae of receiving such results that should be

considered by individuals and their clinicians prior to

testing. Among these more subtle, but burdensome seque-

lae of testing are (i) changed social relationships (including

relationships with clinicians), (ii) the impact of test results

on important life decisions (e.g., career and reproductive

choices), and (iii) altered self-concept among those tested.

This review examines these more subtle sequelae, as well

as the inadequacy of existing quantitative measures for

assessing their impact, and discusses the relevance of such

sequelae for decision-making about predictive genetic

testing.
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Introduction

Early enthusiasm about the possibility of using genetic

information to analyze disease risk in asymptomatic indi-

viduals to prevent disease and reduce morbidity and

mortality was accompanied by concern about potential

psychosocial burdens associated with learning one’s

genetically related risk of disease. There is now substantial

experience with predictive genetic testing for a range of

conditions including hereditary breast and ovarian cancer

(HBOC), some forms of inherited colorectal cancer, long

QT syndrome, and some neurological conditions [1–7].

Early experience studying psychosocial sequelae, par-

ticularly within the Huntington disease community, both

reveals some unexpected responses to test results and

indicates that negative sequelae are not as severe as ini-

tially feared [1, 2, 8–12]. Nevertheless, early experience

also indicates that there are more subtle sequelae to which

clinicians and individuals considering genetic testing

should attend and that the scaled instruments developed to

measure psychosocial distress in other contexts are not well

suited to assess sequelae of genetic testing/risk analysis.

Among these more subtle, but nevertheless burdensome

outcomes of testing are (i) changed social relationships

(including relationships with clinicians), (ii) the impact of

test results on important non-medical life decisions, and

(iii) altered self-concept of those tested. Drawing primarily

from qualitative research on HBOC genetic testing, this

review examines these more subtle sequelae, as well as the

inadequacy of existing quantitative measures for assessing

their impact, and discusses the relevance of such sequelae

for decision-making about genetic testing.

Early Concerns and Assessment of Sequelae

Although families of individuals affected with Huntington

disease (HD) strongly supported development of a pre-

dictive genetic test, medical geneticists, and bioethicists

expressed concern that increased rates of depression,
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anxiety, suicidality, and suicide would be associated with

receipt of a positive test result. Elaborate pre- and post-test

evaluation and counseling protocols were developed to

ensure that individuals seeking testing were competent and

made an informed decision to be tested and receive their

test results, to reduce the risk that individuals testing

positive for the gene would become severely depressed and

specifically to detect suicidality [13–16]. Two outcomes

surprised the genetics community when HD genetic testing

was implemented as the first predictive testing program.

First, there was substantially less uptake of testing than

interest in the search for the gene had suggested (only

2–16 % actually took the test, compared to the 57–84 % of

at-risk individuals who had previously expressed interest)

[17–28]. Second, some who received a negative result

expressed regret about opportunities forgone, while they

lived in the shadow of a 50 % chance of developing HD or

expressed something akin to ‘‘survivor guilt’’ that they

were spared from having the gene mutation that affected

their loved ones [8–11]. At the same time, the feared high

incidence of suicide and suicidality did not emerge fol-

lowing introduction of HD predictive testing, and those

who undergo genetic testing for HD do not experience long

term distress [1, 2, 12].

To assess the psychological impact of HD predictive

testing, researchers employed a variety of psychometric

instruments to measure emotional states such as anxiety,

distress, and depression [1–3]. This empirical approach to

measuring psychological impact of genetic testing has

continued as other predictive tests have entered the clinical

arena (e.g., BRCA 1/2 testing). In general, we have learned

from this work that individuals who elect predictive genetic

testing do not exhibit serious psychopathological responses

after testing [1–3, 29, 30]. By measuring psychological

variables before and at one or more time points after test-

ing, it has been shown in a number of studies that those

without the risk-conferring mutation exhibit a decrease or

no change in emotions such as anxiety, distress, and

depression over time after receiving their test result. Those

with the mutation have shown either no difference or a

decrease in such emotions [1–3, 29–31].

Several studies tried to identify predictors of adverse

psychological outcomes after testing in order to identify

individuals who would benefit from additional counseling

support [14, 32]. Not surprisingly, baseline levels of a

particular attribute tend to predict the post-test measure-

ment of the attribute, and higher levels of pretest distress

have been found to predict poorer post-test adjustment. For

example, in a HD predictive genetic testing study, indi-

viduals who experienced intrusive feelings and thoughts

about HD and tried to avoid focusing on HD before testing

were more likely to continue avoidance behavior after

receiving their test results [33]. Similarly, the presence of

baseline cancer-related stress symptoms was predictive of

depression at follow-up evaluations in individuals who

were offered but declined BRCA 1/2 genetic testing [34].

The use of standard instruments to measure the impact

of predictive testing identified particular groups of indi-

viduals who may be at risk for an adverse outcome in a few

studies, but the majority of research in this area demon-

strated that the most at-risk individuals who elect for pre-

dictive testing adapt well to their test results and do not

experience serious psychopathological consequences [1–3,

29–31]. Recognizing that standard psychological measures

provide only a particular perspective on life after genetic

testing, some investigators have used other methods to

examine the emotional and psychosocial aspects of living

with genetic risk. Their research reveals that knowing one

carries a risk-conferring mutation affects individuals in

different and more subtle ways.

Assessing Subtle Sequelae of Genetic Testing

As has been witnessed among those living with chronic

illness [35–37], living with chronic risk of disease after

receiving a positive genetic test result has been shown to

have psychosocial effects. Qualitative research involving

interviews or focus groups can reveal psychosocial impacts

not reflected in quantitative measures. These relatively,

subtle, everyday considerations group around three themes:

changed social relationships, impact on life decisions, and

altered self-concept. That these effects segregate around

themes suggest that although the prevalence of these

experiences has not yet been established, the experiences

are sufficiently common (both in frequency and in being

shared) that individuals would be well served to consider

such potential sequelae prior to undergoing testing. Fur-

ther, clinicians should be prepared to discuss such potential

outcomes with their patients/clients.

Changed Social Relationships

With Family Members

An emerging body of research describes changes in social

relations after genetic testing. Metcalfe et al. [38] found

that in approximately, half of their sample of women with a

BRCA mutation, familial, and personal relations were

negatively impacted. Participants described their preoccu-

pation with their genetic status as reducing their emotional

availability to husbands and children. A thematic analysis

study by Douglas et al. [39] examined the impact of BRCA

testing on family relationships and found that participants

who were the first family member to be tested felt an

obligation to disclose their BRCA mutation to other family
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members and sometimes perceived this obligation to be a

burden. In addition, while some participants reported that

testing enhanced a sense of family cohesiveness because

they felt more connected to their family members with

whom they shared a mutation, others reported feeling

disconnected and socially isolated within their family.

Among participants in their focus group study with

women under age 40 who were diagnosed with breast

cancer and who carry a BRCA1/2 mutation, Kenen et al.

[40] identified a sense of social separation: ‘‘an emotional

estrangement—an emotional distance or pulling away from

or dissonance with the groups that individuals interact with

or are part of, e.g. family, friends’’ (p. 151). Moreover,

although each participant had at least one completely

supportive loved one, this support often proved insufficient

to counteract the feelings of being alone.

In studies asking young women (age 18–39) to describe

their experiences of genetic testing for BRCA mutations and

the decisions they faced after testing positive for a mutation,

Hamilton found that these women typically speak of the

impact on family relations, fears felt for themselves and other

family members, estrangement from peers, and an overall

new sense of vulnerability based on the knowledge of car-

rying a gene mutation [8, 41]. Excerpts from two in-depth

interviews describe changes in the women’s family rela-

tionships and self-perceptions [8, 41]:

I also remember having to enter my in-laws’ house-

hold…I remember avoiding them when we came into

the house and waiting upstairs while my husband told

them the bad news [i.e., having a BRCA1 mutation]. I

felt like damaged goods. Somehow, as if they would

think my husband had made a mistake marrying me –

that I was such a liability to him or to them.

I was very sensitive about how the results might make

others see me. For instance, I was concerned that my

husband [then boyfriend’s] family and friends would

try to talk him out of being with me [citing reasons

like polluting his genes, being too much work, etc.].

Especially after my husband proposed, I was con-

cerned that his friends and family would think that he

was marrying me out of pity.

With Friends

Another study found that higher levels of personal and social

support were positively associated with higher levels of self-

esteem and lower levels of personal distress in women at risk

for HBOC [42]. Friendships are an important source of

social support, and most of these typically occur within

one’s peer group. Yet living with increased risk of disease

involves not only knowledge but also actions—such as

increased surveillance or preventive interventions—that put

young women out of synch with their peers [40, 41]. Women

with BRCA1/2 mutations may choose to have prophylactic

mastectomy, which sets them apart from their peers. One

34-year old who had a prophylactic mastectomy described a

shopping spree with friends where she felt distinctly dif-

ferent [43]:

You know people are trying on things…and my

friends are like ‘oh that looks so cute’…’I don’t have

the boobs to fill that out’ and comments like that, and

then there was this big huge thing everyone was

talking about who has boobs and who doesn’t and

whose are small and whose are big, and I am thinking

how stupid can these people be and they are my

friends (laugh) and of course, that is not what they

are thinking about at the time.

At a time, when their friends are focused on more

seemingly frivolous activities and on education and

careers, young BRCA? women face questions of mortal-

ity, make important health-related decisions, and express a

sense of urgency to make key decisions about marriage and

child bearing, while friends may be more involved with

education and careers [44, 45].

With Clinicians or the Healthcare System

Most of the literature on the impact of knowing one’s

genetic risk on the patient-provider relationship addresses

informed consent [46], provider perspectives on disclosing

genetic test results to family members [47, 48], and testing

adolescents for adult-onset diseases [49, 50]. Werner-Lin

reported that while genetic counselors and physicians

provide formal informational support, these providers did

not provide the emotional support to women often needed

following a positive genetic test [51]. Some women inter-

viewed report a change in the number and nature of

encounters with healthcare providers, leading those tested

to have a sense of a changed life after genetic testing [52].

One young woman reports

My ovary surveillance has been set up as CA-125

tests every three months, ultrasounds and pelvic

exams by my gynecology oncologist every six months.

My screening and testing permeate my life. Emo-

tionally it sucks…since my genetic test result ‘‘nor-

mal life’’ has changed to having to always have an

underlying BRCA vibe.

Hamilton found that some young women report trou-

bling encounters with mammogram technicians who

questioned why they were there, complained they were

‘‘wasting valuable resources,’’ or required the young

women to provide lengthy justifications for why they were
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there in the first place, instead of providing support during

the emotionally difficult experience of having mammog-

raphy while living with increased breast cancer risk.

Impact on Life Decisions

Career Choice

Little has been reported on the impact on career choices of

knowing one is at an increased risk for an adult-onset

disorder. Qualitative data suggest that some people change

what they planned to do [44]. Hamilton observed that

younger women frequently view life as involving making a

plan and carrying it out. Being BRCA? may lead young

women to question, alter, or speed up their plans, for

example:

I was kind of putting my future into blocks of time and

saying, ‘‘Okay, I’ll finish my undergrad degree here. I

wanted to go to law school. I thought I’ll have three

years there and then it’ll be marriage and kids and

then surgeries,’’ and it was just I felt like there was so

much pressure to just have this plan…

Instead of following through with those plans, she left a

five-year relationship and took a fellowship with a non-

profit organization in East Asia, observing:

… everything in my body is telling me I need to go

and try this out…Thinking about my genetic status, it

has been a fairly large factor in that decision and just

thinking about what that means for leaving, but at the

end of the day it’s still the right choice, I believe.

The impact on career plans is not always so positive,

however. Prior to, and even despite the 2008 passage of the

Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, concern about

discrimination on the basis of genetic risk shapes career-

related decisions. As one woman shared with Hamilton,

I…was laid off about a year after my diagnosis…My

dad was really just concerned about all three of us

and whether we would be discriminated against in the

work force if something were to come up because of

this gene. I was lucky enough to go back to a com-

pany that I used to work for so they knew about my

diagnosis and the mutation, so it’s not been a

problem.

Identification of a risk-conferring mutation may quite

reasonably incline people toward careers and employers

with good health benefits and health insurance plans, and

away from other careers or self-employment. Hamilton

found that even women who are positively influenced by

their mutation status to choose rewarding BRCA-related

careers, subsequently find that their BRCA status

complicates their work and the separation of their work and

professional life.

I am a breast care navigator as a nurse, and so all I

do is see breast cancer…I sorta feel anxious about

this, and sorta feel like I’m a ticking time bomb. I

think because I’ve gotten older…and I’m surrounded

by it. So, actually like my state of mind mentally has

changed drastically.

Dating, Mating, and Family Planning Decisions

For younger women, their knowledge of their increased

risk for HBOC can engender a sense of urgency to find a

partner and have children [44, 45]. Based on her inter-

views, Werner-Lin [44] notes, ‘‘the experience of creating

a life plan that integrates the possibility of early illness and

death is out of synch with normative developmental tasks

of establishing intimate relationships and the start of family

planning’’ (p. 427). Unmarried/unpartnered participants in

her study were anxious to find partners within a relatively

short time and start a family before being diagnosed with

cancer or having prophylactic surgery that would eliminate

the possibility of having a biological child. Participants

also spoke of feeling ‘‘damaged’’ and of how their search

for a partner was complicated by fears that a potential mate

would not be interested in forming a relationship with

someone who might face a life threatening illness or whose

physical appearance and sexuality would be altered by

prophylactic surgeries.

Hamilton identified similar concerns in her interviews

with young, single women [41].

There was a guy that I started to become really good

friends with this past semester…it didn’t go any-

where but…gave me so much anxiety just even in the

beginning of friendship because I had no idea where

it would go or anything…so it just weighed on me

constantly to where I just had to tell him… cause my

whole thing was like oh my gosh these [breasts]

aren’t mine and just having to tell him that, and

[I] also wanted to make sure that they understand

that because I don’t want anybody to think oh my

gosh she might die soon and so why start a rela-

tionship with her…

In qualitative interviews with individuals at risk or

symptomatic for HD, alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency, and

HBOC, Klitzman and Sweeney [53] also found that par-

ticipants faced difficult decisions regarding whether to

disclose genetic information and if so, when, how, and

what type of information to share, particularly with a

potential partner. Some chose not to date to avoid the

challenges inherent in disclosing such emotionally charged
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information. Others avoided disclosure or disclosed infor-

mation in an ‘‘indirect and inadvertent’’ manner—for

example, a partner unexpectedly meeting affected family

members—due to personal experience with, or concern

about, rejection.

Impact on Self-Concept

Learning genetic information affects individuals’ under-

standing of themselves both directly and through changes

in their interpersonal interactions and relationships. Self-

concept or one’s ‘‘sense of self is an inner and private

phenomenon, unique to an individual, unknowable directly

to others,’’ which is formed by reflecting on oneself and

others’ reactions to oneself [54]. An individual typically

constructs a self-identity in light of characteristics and

circumstances deemed particularly important—even

essential—to that individual in her own and others’ eyes:

athlete, the good daughter, the high-powered business-

person.

Recognizing the potential psychosocial impact of

genetic test results, in the first decade of the 21st Century,

commentators suggested the ‘‘new genetics’’ would create

a new population, ‘‘the worried well,’’ asymptomatic

individuals who conceived of themselves as pre-diseased

[55, 56]. There is now evidence that individuals who learn

of their genetic risk for disease do alter their self-concept or

form new self-identities.

In an ethnographic study, the three youngest participants

who had received a positive mutation test result described

thinking about their risk every day and having both their

present and future self-concept affected [57]. Another

subset described themselves as not ill but as no longer

seeing themselves as healthy either. Friedman terms this

new identity, identified among research participants with

BRCA1/2 mutations, as the ‘‘previvor,’’ one who identifies

as a pre-cancer-survivor, who lives with increased risk but

who has not had cancer [58]. Young BRCA ? women

describe themselves as ‘‘damaged goods’’ and as a walking

‘‘time bomb’’ [43].

Beginning a career, forming romantic relationships, and

becoming a parent have long been considered important

milestones that signify a transition into young adulthood

[59–64]. Evidence reviewed here suggests that it may be

important to carefully time decisions about predictive

genetic testing and receipt of genetic information to min-

imize disruption of the formation of adult self-concept, life

plans, and the social relationships that are integral to both.

Analyzing her findings, D’Agincourt-Canning [57] specif-

ically raises for further inquiry the question: ‘‘Does age or

life stage affect how genetic information is interpreted and

used?’’ (p. 469).

In his qualitative study exploring issues of identity in

individuals who had or were at risk for HD, HBOC, or alpha-

1 antitrypsin deficiency, Klitzman [65] described challenges

they faced when trying to integrate genetic information into

their senses of self. Facing uncertainties and ambiguities

when trying to understand genetic information—particu-

larly when confronting the complexities of prognosis, pen-

etrance, and predisposition—these individuals look to

‘‘socially established categories’’ such as ‘‘sick,’’ ‘‘dis-

eased,’’ ‘‘healthy,’’ and ‘‘disabled’’ to make sense of their

experiences. Klitzman noted that stigma associated with

having a mutation can complicate the process of incorpo-

rating genetic information into one’s self-concept, and that

when having a mutation was perceived negatively, indi-

viduals sometimes described themselves as ‘‘mutants’’ and

‘‘freaks of nature.’’ Klitzman concludes that ‘‘it is vital that

health care providers be aware of the multifacetedness and

vagaries of these issues—of the fluid, protean nature of

identity, and patients’ struggles to establish satisfactory

senses of self, and the ways these phenomena can affect

patients’ health decisions’’ (p. 888).

Relevance of these Subtle Sequelae for Informed

Consent and Pre-test Counseling

Obtaining the informed voluntary consent of a competent

patient is an ethical and legal prerequisite for performing

an invasive medical intervention, and disclosure of infor-

mation relevant to patients’ decision-making is a necessary

condition for informed consent [66]. Obtaining informed

consent for genetic testing has generally been standard

practice, not because before the introduction of noninva-

sive genetic testing (e.g., cheek swabs), genetic testing

involved at least a blood draw, but because of the signifi-

cance of the information to be obtained. Genetic informa-

tion’s significance, including its implications for family

members, led to informed consent and pre-test counseling

not typical of other diagnostic testing and preventive

medical assessments.

The elaborate pre-test protocols for HD genetic testing,

whose results are still not clinically actionable, though they

may have personal value for life planning, were partly

motivated by the perceived need to identify individuals at

risk for having pathological responses to test results.

Experience has allayed those concerns [1, 2, 12–14, 16].

Informed consent and pre-test counseling in other contexts

where the results are ‘‘clinically actionable’’ are grounded

in recognition that if genetic risk information is to be

beneficial, further action should be subsequently under-

taken by those tested, e.g., lifestyle changes, prophylactic

surgeries, or other interventions. ‘‘Clinical actionability’’ of
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genetic test results comprises actions that require the active

participation of those tested.

Given experience suggesting that some of those tested

experience nonpathological but burdensome psychosocial

sequelae of learning genetic risk information, informing

those considering genetic testing about the range of these

more subtle, ‘‘everyday’’ responses may enable them to

make a more informed and better timed decision about

testing. Qualitative research suggests that some of those

tested would have found knowledge of the nature and

intensity of these subtle sequelae relevant to their decisions

to seek testing [38–41, 43–45]. Supplying information

material to patients’ decision making is ethically and leg-

ally required in the disclosure phase of informed consent.

Moreover, with increased awareness of these possible

sequelae, clinicians can offer supportive post-testing

interventions and referrals. Instead of watching only for

signs of depression, suicide, or severe maladjustment, cli-

nicians can inquire about the everyday impact of learning

genetic risk information and respond more supportively.

Implications for Managing Incidental Findings

The studies reviewed to elucidate these nonpathological,

subtle, yet frequently life-changing psychosocial sequelae of

learning genetic information focused on the responses of

individuals who specifically sought genetic testing, often

because of family experience with the gene-associated

condition. In recent years, there is growing interest in (and

debate about) disclosing to patients the incidental findings of

clinical genetic testing or sequencing [67–70]. It would be

reasonable to suspect that receipt of such genetic risk

information that is neither sought nor anticipated might be

even more disruptive of social relationships, life plans, and

self-concept. Research is needed to determine whether such

sequelae result, and their nature, magnitude, and prevalence.

Though there is reason to believe that individuals adapt

emotionally and psychologically in effective nonpatholog-

ical ways to genetic test results in the presence of informed

consent and genetic counseling, additional research should

focus on the more subtle impacts described here, and on

whether results generated without specific informed consent

and disclosed in primary care settings by those without

training in genetic counseling may exacerbate these seque-

lae or complicate adaptation. These considerations—and

continued research tracking patient responses—are espe-

cially important in light of recommendations from the

American College of Medical Genetics [71, 72] regarding

disclosure of incidental findings of genomic sequencing that,

if followed, would expand the number of individuals

receiving genetic information regarding their disease risks

without specifically seeking such information and outside of

genetics clinics. As this review demonstrates, the ‘‘every-

day-ness’’ of the impact of such information means that the

distress occasioned by such information is not discerned by

standard instruments measuring psychological distress, yet

it is the ‘‘everyday-ness’’ of the sequelae that constitutes

their distressing nature.
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